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STYLE GUIDE



CREATE YOUR 
PERFECT ELEVATOR



WALLS: 
Skinplate (PPS10)

CEILING: White
LIGHTING: LED Panel

FLOORING: 
PVC Nero

Neutral  tones

Keeping it light and bright is a trend that
will never go out of style.

 
Marble skinplate wall panels mimics the style
and sophistication of marble. Its composition
is predominantly white and is distinguished
by fine grey veining with a luminous glossy
finish which helps brighten up the interior

elevator space.
 

Completing the stunning monochrome look
is a PVC black nero floor which is brought to

life with silver-grey speckles.
 

This look is one of our most popular options
because it gives the elevator a high-end

appearance, and is easy to clean.
 
 

Get the
Natural State Look

https://www.porcelanosa-usa.com/products/forest-carrara-blanco.html
https://www.porcelanosa-usa.com/products/forest-carrara-blanco.html
https://www.porcelanosa-usa.com/about-us/news/marble-look-tiles/


CEILING: White
LIGHTING: Downlights

FLOORING: 
PVC Ghiaccio

Warm interior

A clean neutral interior with contrasting
tones of greys, silver and white… All

combined results in a neutral and
peaceful palette full of warmth.

 
Stainless steel effect grey wall panels create

a sleek and sophisticated atmosphere,
merged with a white ceiling and a white

speckled floor brings light and freshness to
the interior elevator space.

 
Go metallic grey walls and silver metallic
accessories if you want an interior that's

sleek, elegant, modern and timeless. 
 
 
 

Get the
Neutral Living Look

WALLS: 
Skinplate (F12PPS)

https://www.porcelanosa-usa.com/products/forest-carrara-blanco.html


CEILING: Brushed S/S
LIGHTING: Downlights

FLOORING: 
PVC Nero

Sophisticated

 
Make an impact with a design palette of

luxurious black tones and silver,
designed to create a sleek, timeless and

luxurious elevator.
 

Black is a colour that brings a sophisticated
elegant tone to the interior of your home

elevator. 
 

The lift cabin features various tints and
shades of the colour black and mixes various

textures and materials in order to keep
things interesting. The luxe interior is further
brought to life through silver metallic accents

such as buttons, downlights and the door
handle.

 
Your elevator will feel luxurious and

glamorous with the sophistication of this
colour palette.

Get the
Luxe Look

WALLS: 
Skinplate (N3PP)

https://www.porcelanosa-usa.com/products/forest-carrara-blanco.html


CEILING: White
LIGHTING: Downlights

FLOORING: 
PVC Sabbia

Serene

 
How cosy does this home elevator feel?
A beige lift cabin provides a lovely warm

accent with a light, airy feel.
 

The key to making this beige elevator interior
interesting is by using texture and pattern to

add depth and intrigue to the space.
 

The cabin is further brightened with a white
ceiling which pulls the whole look together,

creating an inviting, stylish space.
 

Silver accessories pop against beige walls,
keeping it feeling modern and urban.

 
Select a beige lift cabin if you are after a
calm, cosy, tranquil and serene look.....

Get the
Sense of Calm Look

WALLS: 
Skinplate (A13)

https://www.porcelanosa-usa.com/products/forest-carrara-blanco.html


CEILING: White
LIGHTING: LED Panel

FLOORING: 
Silver Concrete

Cosy and inviting

This lift cabin features various shades of
the colour grey and mixes various
materials in order to keep things

interesting.
 

You can't beat light grey walls and a white
ceiling to add contrast for a gentle and

calming appeal that oozes sophistication.
 

Silver accessories adds depth, personality
and interest to your elevator so it feels cosy

and inviting.
 

Grey is a neutral colour and is one of the
most popular colours in interior design. It's a
timeless aesthetic that looks contemporary
but also classic, it's always a safe choice.

.

Get the
Cosy Grey Look

WALLS: 
Skinplate (N1)

https://www.housebeautiful.com/uk/decorate/g38915529/interior-design-ideas/


CEILING: White
LIGHTING: LED Panel

FLOORING: 
PVC Nero

Light & airy space

This elevator cabin features a neutral,
lighter wood tone interior full of warmth

with a pop of black.
 

Light and airy wood laminate wall panels in
Douglas Ice, creates an earthy, soft and
natural hue dominating the cabin interior.

 
The pop of black "Nero" PVC flooring

grounds the space and elegantly adds depth
and character to the cabin interior.

 
The clean, simple lines and calming nature

of the elevator cabin interior is why this
Scandinavian look is so popular.

Get the
Scandinavian Look

WALLS: Laminate
Douglas Ice (388)



CEILING: White
LIGHTING: LED Panel

FLOORING: 
PVC Sabbia

inspired by nature

Inspired by nature, this lift cabin features
a neutral timber tone interior full of

warmth that will never go out of style.
 

Painted cabin walls is still as hot as ever but
we are seeing a major resurgence in natural

timber tones. 
 

From just a pop of timber on one wall to the
whole lift cabin, the timber laminate wall

panels in Douglas adds so much warmth and
texture and looks beautiful paired with the

popular speckled "Sabbia" flooring.
 

The 2100mm high white ceiling with LED
panel adds a wow factor which allows the

space to appear larger. Silver metallic
accessories such as buttons, downlights and

the car operating panel pulls the timeless
scheme together. 

Get the
Timeless Look

WALLS: Laminate
Douglas (387)



CEILING: Polished S/S
LIGHTING: Zodiaco

FLOORING: 
PVC Ghiaccio

Character

Rich brown tones make for the perfect
colour scheme to create a down-to-earth

and inviting elevator full of character. 
 

The wall panels in this lift cabin have been
lined in Teak Sumatra timber laminate, a

warming dark tone that is extremely striking
and perfectly balanced out with the popular
speckled "Ghiaccio" PVC flooring. The light

flooring lifts the interior and keeps the
elevator looking spacious and airy.

 
Zodiaco LED lighting teamed with a polished

stainless steel suspended ceiling adds
warmth, interest and further complements

the earthy wood tone....screaming
sophistication…

 
What we love most about the brown trend is
that it is easily incorporated into modern or

classic homes.

Get the
Earthy Tone Look

WALLS: Laminate 
Teak Sumatra (1612)

 



REAR WALL: Mirrored CEILING: Black gloss
LIGHTING: Black Diamond

Dramatic Statement

Black diamond look that's sophisticated,
seductive and dramatic...  A WOW

statement in your elevator.
 

Step inside a world of modern luxury with the
stunning black diamond look. Sleek black

gloss wall panels and a full mirror to the back
wall brings sparkle and shine into your

elevator as well as intensifying the interior for
a spacious and airy feel.

 
Reflect sophisticated glamour through the
clever use of shiny silver metallic accents
such as buttons and a car display which
contrasts beautifully against the black.

 
Complete the look with Black diamond

lighting which brings the interior to life and
creates a stunning, dramatic effect. 

 
The Black Diamond look is an expression of

sophisticated glamour and luxury.

Get the
Black Diamond Look

WALLS: Skinplate 
Black gloss (N3PP)

FLOORING: 
PVC Ghiaccio


